U LT I M AT E
SMART
TOOLS
Ultrasonic Technologies is committed to
developing, manufacturing, marketing, and
supporting customized ultrasonic systems for
quality inspection of crystalline Silicon solar
cells, ceramic fuel cells and composite body
armor plates. Our proprietary Resonance
Ultrasonic Vibration systems will fill world-wide
market niche of in-line testing and process
control of silicon wafers and final solar cells.
We are dedicated to providing a solution for the
renewable photovoltaic industry to make solar
cell production more cost effective by removing
from the cell and module production lines
mechanically unstable fragile silicon wafers

Company Background
Cracks and other flaw inspection is an important step when developing Si solar cells, advanced ceramic products and medical
devices. Ultrasonic Technologies, Inc. (UST) designs, patents and
markets high quality ultrasonic diagnostic devices and systems
specifically targeting these growing markets.
UST was incorporated in the State of Florida with business areas in electronic equipment manufacturing and services. UST was
started to capitalize on the growing demand for semiconductor
quality control devices and systems. To date, a family of Resonance Ultrasonic Vibrations (RUV) tools has been designed, validated in production by silicon wafer and cell manufacturers and
commercialized in the photovoltaic and other markets.

and cells. This will allow photovoltaic energy to
compete with traditional fossil energy sources.
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Resonance Ultrasonic Vibrations
(RUV) Technology
UST’s proprietary Resonance Ultrasonic
Vibrations (RUV) Technology was developed to detect defects in real time during production by vibrating the wafers
at ultrasonic frequencies and analyzing
the resonant frequency response curve.

Application areas include:
Photovoltaic

»» Silicon bare and processed wafers
»» Silicon solar cells

Advanced Ceramics
»» Fuel cells

»» Armor plates
»» Rings and plates

Glass in Medicine

»» Cracks in syringe assemblies

Devices with defects have a resonant frequency curve that is
different than “good” parts. A limitation of the stand-alone
RUV method itself is a limited capture rate to sub-millimeter length seed cracks. The addition of the Activation Station (AS) enhanced sensitivity of in-line RUV quality control
system to seed cracks that allows manufacturers to detect
defects and improve yield.
The RUV technology in PV allows to (1) reject mechanically
unstable wafers after ingot cutting or ceramic plates before
they are introduced into further cell processing, (2) identify
samples with mechanical flaws (such as cracks) during production to avoid in-line breakage and yield reduction, and (3)
detect cracked solar and fuel cells before they will be combined into modules to avoid efficiency reduction and product
return from the field.
Fully automatic In-line, Off-line and Quality Control RUV Tools
are currently available for wafers, cells, module production,
and ceramic products. The commercially available RUV-CP1
model is used in armor plate production to inspect cracks in
ceramics and component delamination.
The sensitivity of the system, which refers to the length of
the cracks and size of delamination is adjustable to the needs
of the end-user. The rejection method is based on a proprietary statistical approach. In case studies, the capture rate of
RUV-AS system approaches 100%.
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Products
Model RUV-2 Core

Model RUV-2.2 Crack Tester

The model RUV-2 Core is specifically adopted to perform crack and
delamination detection providing an operator with a “Go/No-Go”
signal for each measured product. Data file contains entire rejection recipe (rejection thresholds, frequency window, etc.), measured RUV parameters – amplitude, bandwidth and peak position,
and pass/fail indication. The RUV-2 Core model is highly flexible
allowing user to perform complicated R&D projectson different
objects at low quantity and limited throughput. Activation Station
is an optional sub-system integrated into RUV-2 Core model hardware and software.

Ultrasonic Technologies offers RUV quality control systems to provide accurate and quick crack detection in Si wafers for solar cells
and ceramic plates for solid oxide fuel cells.

System Description
»»

RUV-2 Core non-destructively detects mm-size cracks in singleand multi-crystalline Si wafers with throughput of 1 wafer every
2.0 seconds

»»

This matches throughput of primary Solar Cell production lines
offering an in-line control system.

»»

The RUV-2 Core system can act as a stand-alone off-line R&D
unit.

»» RUV-2.2 Crack Tester is a stand-alone quality control tool or
can be integrated into solar module front-end production.
»» RUV-2.2 is a perfect quality control tool for incoming and
outgoing wafers and cells by analyzing and improving equipment performance for vendors.
»» RUV-2.2 is used to increase production yield by reducing
breakage rate in wafers, cells and modules manufacturing
and improving wafer and cell quality by eliminating cracked
elements.
»» RUV-2.2 utilizes a concept of fast, non-destructive measurements on full-size Si wafers or ceramic plates increasing the
yield of the production lines. RUV 2.2 is a computer controlled system with Windows-based software that provides
operation, data acquisition and data processing.

RUV signal [mV]

»» RUV-2.2 can be optionally upgraded with the Activation Station for sub-millimeter crack detection.

Good set

Crack

Frequency [Hz]
Deviations or RUV peak parameters caused by a crack
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UST Team
UST’s core competencies are based on comprehensive 30-years
academic research of the ultrasonic technique fundamentals, realized in over 40 peer reviewed research papers, an Encyclopedia
article, and a book chapter. Senior company personnel are highly
qualified with PhD degrees in physics and engineering, and provide required technical skills to deliver the RUV-AS systems to the
market.
Ultrasonic Technologies’ staff includes, several key positions:

Services
In addition to RUV as a stand-alone technology, UST offers services drawing upon the team’s areas of technical expertise. Services
include, but are not limited to:
»» In-house RUV-AS testing of customer’s samples
»» Analysis of production lines in photovoltaic (solar cells,
solar modules), fuel cell, pharmaceutical, defense, and other
industries

»» General Management: customer training; product fundamentals, initial contacts with customers; business negotiations, quality management.
»» Hardware: system design and upgrade, development and
upgrade, customer support, system troubleshooting.
»» Software: programming automatic system and control elements, software upgrade and support, program integration
and “hand-shaking” with external software.
»» Application Team: custom testing, R&D tasks, finite element analysis, RUV-AS validation and verification, customer
contacts.

»» Comprehensive review of customer production process
»» Inspection of product at each stage of the development and
production process
»» Recommendations on enhancing production yield and end
product effectiveness by improving production quality control
and defects elimination
Ultrasonic Technologies also provides after sale support and comprehensive training to its customers.

2664 Cypress Ridge Blvd Suite 103
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544 USA
(813) 973-1702
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